This month I want to talk about something so fundamental, and yet so interesting that most microscopy texts don't even mention it. Microscopy texts are supposed to be boring! Using this concept I will comment on your probable first experience with a microscope. 
Every single visual optical instrument has what is called an exit pupil.
Wait a minute, don't glaze over yet, it's just a name! There are other names for it: eyepoint, Ramsten Circle, Larynges disc, and eye ring. The exit pupil of a microscope ts easy to find. Take a thin piece of paper and hold it a few mm behind the eyepiece, where your eye would normally go. if the light is on, and the microscope is focused on something reasonably bright, you will be able to find a small dot of light hanging in the air. By waving the paper about a bit you will find that the light comes to a very nice focus, revealing a sharp bright disk. The larger the magnification of the objective lens: the smaller the pupil.
Get some binoculars and point them at a bright scene. You can find their exit pupils (one for each eye) exactly the same way, but they will be much larger than the microscope pupils. A rifle scope will have an even larger exit pupil, but it will be a few cm away from the eyepiece, if you examine the exit pupil carefully (it is easier with the binoculars or rifle scope), you will find that it does not contain a recognizable picture. It seems io be (and is) uniformly bright. In fact, by poking around with your piece of paper you will discover that all the light coming out of the eyepiece goes through the exit pupil. Now you are familiar with another pupil --the pupil of your eye, that organ that you see giving you a skeptical look every morning in the mirror. If you ignore its tendency to be critical and look at it closely, you find that the eye's pupil is a small black spot. Its main feature is that all the light coming into the eye must pass through it. It is actually ihe entrance pupil of She eye. Starting to sound familiar? We are now ready to give one of the great truths of optics, if you don't put the exit pupil of the first instrument in the entrance pupil ot the next, you will be very disappointed in the result. Why? Because unless you have the pupils aligned you will lose a lot of important light and won't be able to see the (full) image. Now we understand why Figure 1 In this same way the microscope exit pupil consists of narrow pencils of light about the same diameter as the exit pupil, but going in different directions.
If your eye's pupil is behind the exit pupil, the field of view is restricted because some of the pencils are striking your forehead and nose, not getting into your eye.
You have seen this effect many times with binoculars, telescopes, microscopes, etc. You get a blackout or narrow view until your eye is in the right place. You get the full field of view when the exit pupil of the microscope is in the entrance pupil of your eye.
In Figure 2 , you saw something very strange. You hadn't focused the microscope yet, but you were seeing weird stuff that moved when you blinked and that moved around quickly when you looked in different directions. Once you caught on that you were looking at eyelashes and floaters you wondered "How can they be magnified so much?" To explain Figure 2 ,1 need to explain what the exit pupil really is. Now this is very easy: The exit pupil is the image that the eyepiece makes of the objective lens. In other words, the eyepiece is a lens and the brightest thing that it sees is the objective, some 160 mm away.
Is it confusing to think about an image of a lens, instead of by a iens? Well, if there were a lens sitting on a table you could see it, so your eye is making an image of the lens. If you held the lens up to the sky the lens would be full of light. and so you would see it as a bright lens. In this sense the eyepiece doesn't care about what else the objective is doing to the image. It just sees it as a bright object 160 mm away and makes an image of it, Now this is interesting because it explains why this image is called the exit pupil. Any light coming through the microscope has to go through the objective lens, and so it also has to go through the image of the objective lens (i.e., the exit pupil).
The exit pupil of a microscope is very small. The objective lens is small to begin with, and the image is demagnified by a factor of five (assuming a 10x eyepiece). An inexpensive microscope with an SOx objective like the one you used in junior high school will have an exit pupil of less than 200 microns (expensive ones you use today can be as large as 600 microns). This means that all the light pencils that intersect at the exit pupil are about 200 microns in diameter. An eyelash in the way of these pencils will cast a giant shadow on your retina. Likewise, any dust on your cornea and 'floaters' inside your eye will suddenly appear as highly magnified shadows. You can see these because the pupil of your eye is not filled. In normal vision the shadow cast by an eyelash is overwhelmed because the blocked light is only a small fraction of the total entering the pupil. Each pencil from each point in your field of view will completely fill your eye's entrance pupil. Shadows cast by eyelashes and floaters are overwhelmed by other light going around them. This effect is worse with high power objectives because their exit pupils are smaller-more light is blocked by an eyelash, and sharper shadows result, Nov./ for you advanced optical and electron microscope enthusiasts: As many of you have already guessed, the pupils are images of the aperture stops.
Next month I will discuss field stops and aperture stops and the microscope's two separate but merged imaging systems-one which carries the image, and the other which carries the light.
I hope readers will give me some idea of light microscopy topics of interest you. If I am not able to respond, I will find someone that can. Contact me at MOXTEK, at Iundm@x-ray,byu.edu or in care of Microscopy Today.
• There's More to Our New Camera than Meets the Eye Although modern equipment makes it easier to obtain high quality photographs of scientific specimens ai low magnification, the choice and use of the most appiopnaie procedure is still critical Scientific PnoioMACROgraphy is a detailec practical guide to choosing Ihe correct equipment and methods for both Iransmitted-light and reflected-hght photography Extensive reference data are provided in readily-accessible nomograms and tables, and some 40 half-tones show how the equipment should be sel up By following the advice given here, the reader should be able to produce high quali!y photographs on a routine basis.
Contents: The scope of the process, Obtaining the magnification. Working with transmitted light. Working with reflecied light. General remarks on illumination and exposure Estimating exposure in macro-range photogiaphy, Recording the image Readership: 2nd year undergraduates and above: any researcher using the microscope at low resolution Paperback 120 pp. January 1995 S31 00 plus S&H"
MICROSCOPY OF TEXTILE FIBRES F H Greaves & B P Saville
Recent advances in microscopy together with developments in fibre technology and changing commercial priorities have created a great need for this up-io-dale manual
The book is a practical guide to. Ihe properties and characteristics of textile fibres with clear advice on sampling, specimen preparation and examination procedures Written with todays technological and commercial requirements in mind, the subjecls covered include fibre identification, scanning and transmission eleciroscopy, and speciality fibre analysis The potentials of the new confocal and inrra-red microscopies are also 
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